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We redenve a result of Cohler and Chodos concerning the equivalence of the one-loop effective action in various gauges in the 
context of Nielsen IdentRxes. We also note that one of the conditions they impose to obtain equivalence must hold to all orders. 

In this short note we reexamine the proof of Coh- 
ler and Chodos that different choices of gauge wdl 
yield the same effective action to one-loop order pro- 
vided that certain conditions are satisfied [ 1 ]. As in 
their work we have been prompted by investigations 
of self-consistent dimensional reduction in Kaluza 
-Klein theories but the result is also valid for the 
effective potential of a spontaneously broken 
Yang-Mills theory coupled to scalars. We shall use 
the framework of Nielsen identities [2,3] and the 
method of extended BRS [4,5] transformations to 
rederive their result and show how the two con&- 
tions that they impose arise in this context. Although 
quantum gravity is apparently perturbatively non- 
renormalizable one may still write down a path inte- 
gral in a manner similar to other gauge theories. Just 
as in a Yang-Mills theory we must introduce a gauge 
fixing term and a corresponding compensating ghost 
term in order to factor out the volume of the gauge 
group in the path integral. We thus write 

Z[J, b] 

i 
= ~ DgDCDC*DBexp[ -h  (Xcl + Sov + Xch 

+f JU~gu~+ f~*C"+ frtu~+ ~J~Bu) 1 , (1) 

where the classical Einstein-Hilbert action is given 
by [6] 
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1 so, = ~-~ I ,/~(R+A), (2) 

with R bemg the scalar curvature, A the cosmological 
constant, g the determinant of the metric and 
K( = 8 ~ )  the gravitational coupling. In order to 
facihtate the derlvatmn of the Nielsen identities we 
use an auxiliary field from the gauge-fixing, which 
reduces to the standard term upon elimination of the 
auxiliary field B" 

SoF= ~-~ (½ozB.B.b'~+BuF"). (3) 

In (3) b ~' is some background metric and Fu is the 
gauge-fixing term. We choose F" to be of the form 

[71 

f u = b ' / ' (V ~g% - lflVUg~,), (4) 

where b = det b u" and both the covariant derivatives 
V and raising and lowering radices employ the back- 
ground metric b u~. In the above both a and fl are 
gauge parameters. 

The corresponding ghost term for such a gauge-fix- 
ing is given, in the usual manner, by 

SGh = 
~F u c'~-g-~p~ C ~, (5) 

where C~ and C" are the antighost and ghost, respec- 
tively, and 8F"/~p ~ denotes the variation of the gauge 
fixing term under an infinitesimal general coordi- 
nate transformation. 

The action we have written down is invariant under 
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a set of BRS transformations reminiscent of those in 
a Yang-Mills theory [ 8 ]. If we denote a BRS varia- 
tion of a field by 6 we have 

f gu~ = e£cgu~, 

6Cu*u=~B u, 6C"=½e£cC ~, (6) 

where e is the global anticommuting BRS parameter 
and £c is the Lie derivative. By virtue of our use of 
an auxiliary field gauge fixing, 52 acting on all the 
field gives zero. To derive the Nielsen identities we 
introduce a further BRS transformation acting on the 
gauge parameter a [ 4,5 ] 

fce=eZ, (7) 

where Z is a global anticommuting object. In order to 
maintain the invariance of the action we must include 
the extra term 

(8) 

Finally, in order to linearize the identities which we 
shall derive, we introduce extra source terms into the 
generating functional which couple to the BRS vari- 
ations of the fields 

S o = f (QU"fg m, + QcuBCU). (9) 

We note that fSQ=0 because fZg and fzC are zero 
and the sources are assumed to be BRS invariant. 

If we now consider the result of the BRS transfor- 
mations (6) and (7) acting on our augmented gen- 
erating functional 

ZAUG[J, Q, b] 

= f Dg DC DC*DB exP [ h (Sa + SGF + Sz + So 

we find the following identity on Z: 

f (ju,, 8 . f f fa~ ~ ~ - f je  ~.) z~o 

OZAUG =0. (11) 
- Z  Oa 

To transform this into an identity on the effective 
action F we use the defimtion of the connected gen- 
erating functional W 

exp{(i/h) W[J, Q, b] } =ZAuG[J, Q, b], (12) 

and the Legendre transform connecting F and W, 

F[g, C, 0', B, b] = W[J, Q, b] 

- f JU~gu~- f tl~C u-  f t l ~  - f J[,B~, (13) 

where the bars denote semlclassical fields which are 
defined by 

gu~ = f W/fJU~ (14) 

and so on. The resulting identity on F is given by 

f (  fr fr fr fr B"fr)  
fig,,. 8QU~ + f¢~u fQ~ 

OF 
- z T d  =0. (15) 

To obtain the effective action precursor of the Niel- 
sen identity we differenUate (15) with respect to Z 
and then set X = 0. This gives 

f ( fF(P) fF fF fF(P) SIr(P) fF 
\ -g-~ fQ~ + f ~  f Q ~  f C  u 8Qcu 

8F 8 F ( P ) + / ~ ( p )  6F  8F(P) ' ]  
f~u fQo, ~ +B" ~ J 

OF 
- a---a = 0 ,  ( 1 6 )  

where we have denoted an insertion of the operator 
(1/4K2)fC*uB.b ~ in F by F(P). If we now drop 
terms which vanish because of the conservation of 
ghost number we find 

OF f 6r 6F(P) f B~SF(P) 
as 8gu. 8QU~ ~ =0,  (17) 

which is the effective actmn precursor of the Nielsen 
identity. Taking the constant field limit, we find 

a s  8Q,,. a ~  + ~ ~ =0, (18) 
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where we have defined the effective potential V by 

VI2 = - F I . . . .  tan¢ nela, (19) 

with I2 being the spacetime volume. The preceding 
derivation is entirely analogous to that of the Nielsen 
identity in a spontaneously broken Yang-Mills the- 
ory coupled to scalars. We now observe that for the 
concept of an effective potential to make any sense 
the last term in (18) must be zero [3,5]. Briefly, this 
is because we need to derive an equation of the form 

OV+cu~ OV 
0---~ OgU~ =0,  (20) 

which states that, under a change in the gauge 
parameter a - , a + S a ,  (here ~ is not a BRS varia- 
tion) g~, undergoes a compensating change gu~--" 
gu,+ Cu~Sa. The explicit gauge parameter depen- 
dence (via a )  and the implicit gauge parameter 
dependence (via gu~, which is calculated using a gauge 
fixed action) thus cancel out and the gauge inde- 
pendence of physical quantities is assured. The last 
term in (18) would spoil this so we must have B = 0. 
In other words, eliminating B using its equation of 
motion, the semiclassical value of the gauge fixing 
should be zero. This is precisely the second condi- 
tion derived by Cohler and Chodos in their paper for 
the equivalence of one-loop effective actions. We note 
it must apply to all orders otherwise the gauge inde- 
pendence of physical quantities will be lost. In the 
language of Cohler and Chodos 

QuS~(g,~-b,~)=b~/2(VVgu~-½flVug~,) (21) 

is the gauge fixing (the different factor of b t~4 comes 
from our use of auxiliary field gauge fixing and does 
not affect the result). Thus, demanding Qj °  
× (g~o- b~o) = 0 gives 

b~/2(V~ gu~ - ½flV u ~ , )  =0,  (22) 

whereas B u (from (3) and (4) with Z = 0 )  is given 
by 

- (1/ot)b t/4(V ~g,,~ - ½flVug'~). (23) 

We can see from (23) that B u = 0  is equivalent to 
(22). In order that the one-loop effective potentials 
should be equivalent in different gauges, Cohler and 
Chodos also imposed a further condition. 

8S¢,[g] =0.  (24) 
6g~ 

To derive this we expand (20) order by order in h, 
noting that, because of the insertion of the operator 
P, C u~ receives its first perturbative contribution at 
the one-loop level [ 1,3 ]. Using superscripts to denote 
the order in h we find that the lowest non-trivial order 
of (20) is given by 

O V <~) O V ¢°~ 
0----~ + C~) Ogu~ - 0 .  (25) 

We now observe that if we want the one-loop effec- 
tive potential to be gauge parameter independent we 
must have 

0 V ~°) 
- -  = 0 .  ( 2 6 )  og~ 

However, V ~°) is simply the classical action evalu- 
ated with the appropriate semiclassical field argu- 
ment so we have obtained the first condition of 
Cohler and Chodos. 

Our proof is not restricted to a particular class of  
gauge, such as the background field gauge we have 
used as an example. One may use a gauge-fixing term 
which is parametrized to interpolate between two 
different gauge conditions and introduce the extra 
BRS transformations and compensating terms for 
these parameters. For instance, in their paper Cohler 
and Chodos mention the equivalence of the one-loop 
effective potential calculated in the two gauges 

05g u5 =0,  (27) 

and 

Oug u~ =0,  (28) 

where the space-time is five-dimensional and the 
greek indices run over all five dimensions. To use our 
proof we would consider a gauge-fixing of the form 

Bu(e~O,g u' +05g uS) + ~f lB 2 +zC~uO,g u' , (29) 

where the ~ index runs from 1 to 4 only and we have 
introduced an extra BRS transform on a (but not fl) 

6a=EX. (30) 

or=0 corresponds to (27) and or-- l corresponds to 
(28). One thus obtains an equation of the form 
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ov (~r(~o,g~')  ov 
0--~- d 6Q u" Oguv =0 ,  (31)  

provided  that,  once again, /~u--0. At  the one-loop 
level the second term vanishes as (26) is satisfied and 
we have 

OV (1) 
- 0  (32)  

Oa 

so V t~) IS independent  o f  or and hence ei ther  (27)  or 
(28) gives an equivalent one-loop effective potential .  

We have seen that  the result o f  Cohler  and  Chodos  
may be der ived natural ly  in the context  o f  Nielsen 
identit ies.  In a recent prepr in t  on self-consistent 
d imensional  reduct ion in a K a l u z a - K l e i n  gravi ty 
model  Kunsta t te r  and Leivo [9] work with a gauge 
which does not  satisfy (24)  and show that  the effec- 
t ive potent ia l  ( and  hence the radius  o f  the compac-  
tiffed d imens ion  and other  "phys ica l"  quant i t ies)  is 
apparent ly  gauge pa ramete r  dependent .  Al though 
they note that  the Nielsen ident i t ies  solve a s imi lar  
p roblem in spontaneously  broken Yang-Mi l l s  theo- 
ries they suggest that  this is not  so in gravity, cit ing 
its non-renormahzabil i ty .  However,  the identi t ies are 
a consequence o f  the BRS invanance  o f  the theory 
and we see in (6)  that  it is possible to write  down 
BRS t ransformat ions  for the bare  theory. It is also 
possible to renormahze  the theory at the one- loop 
level (which is as seriously as one takes quan tum 
gravi ty in self-consistent d imens iona l  reduc t ion)  so 
it seems strange that  the Nielsen ident i t ies  are not  

applicable.  It should be possible to der ive eq. (25)  
explici t ly to see whether  the formal  arguments  break 
down and work is in progress on this at the moment .  
The result is o f  some interest  because self-consistent 
dimensional  reduction does take the quantum nature 
of  the compact i f ica t ion  process seriously and any 
problems encountered  in the M4×  S ~ model  of  Kun-  
stat ter  and Leivo might  be generic. 
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